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Abstract: To transmit and receive data over any network successfully, a protocol is required to

manage the flow. High-level Data Link Control (HDLC) protocol is defined in Layer 2 of OSI model

and is one of the most commonly used layer 2 protocols. HDLC supports both full-duplex and half-

duplex data transfer. In addition, it offers error control and flow control. Using a modified MT8952B

controller design, the current research presents a new method for implementing an ultra high bit rate

HDLC Controller that is compatible with ST-BUS format using Xilinx Virtex FPGA as the target

technology using VHDL for implementation. The HDLC Transceiver is used to transmit and receive

the HDLC frames. Implementing the HDLC protocol transceiver in FPGA offers the flexibility,

upgradeability and customization benefits of programmable logic and also reduces the total cost of

every project which involves HDLC protocol controllers.
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INTRODUCTION

HDLC is one of the most important data link control protocols which is widely used. It is the basis for

many other important data link control protocols, such as LAPB, LAPD and PPP, which use the same or

similar formats and the same mechanisms employed in HDLC (William Stallings, 2007). Some key applications

of this protocol include frame relay switches, error correction in modems, packet data switches and data link

controllers (Amit Dhir, 2000).

Fast hardware implementation of new concepts and innovative thoughts in order to check their validity and

possible advantage is possible by using modern field programmable gates such as the digital FPGAs and the

analog FPAAs. Examples include reliability improvement, application of Genetic Algorithms in design of

unmanned aerial vehicles, linear feedback shift register based stream ciphers, and multiple reference frames

compensation in the H264 coder. Peiravi (2009) presented integration of discrete parts using modern VLSI

gates such as FPAAs and FPGAs to improve the reliability of the analog computer of a gyroscopic naval

navigation system. Allaire et al. (2009) presented a parallel FPGA implementation of a Genetic Algorithm

solution of the re-planning requirements of path-planning in unmanned aerial vehicles to achieve real-time

applicability and claimed to have attained an excellent autonomous path planner. Deepthi et al. (2009)

presented the FPGA implementation of nonlinear combination generators and clock-controlled generators which

are two very commonly used schemes in linear feedback shift register (LFSR) based stream ciphers. Hachicha

et al. (2009) presented both DSP and FPGA implementations for multiple reference frames compensation in

the H264 coder to improve the coding efficiency for sequences which contain uncovered backgrounds,

repetitive motions and highly textured areas using a technique based on Markov Random Fields Algorithm

relying on robust moving pixel segmentation. They claimed to process 50 frames (128 × 128)/s on the EP1S10

FPGA paltform and 35 frames (128 × 128)/s on the ADSP BF533.

Many researchers have attempted to improve existing designs of various types of data processors using

FPGA implementation. For example, Gheorghiu et al. (2008) presented an FPGA implementation of a

frequency domain equalizer design. Meng et al. (2009) proposed the use of FPGAs and an adaptive data

prefetching scheme to avoid reconfigurable processing coprocessor stalls due to data unavailability through

profiling methodologies and quantitative analysis for processing biological data and show a 42% improvement.
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FPGA implementation of HDLC transceivers is another such example. Lu et al. (2002) presented a multi-

channel high speed HDLC data processor design which could process 128 logic channel HDLC data

simultaneously using Xilinx X2S200 FPGAs. They compared their design with other communication chips of

this kind and showed that their design takes more advantages of chip's resources. Qiao et al. (2003) presented

an FPGA implementation of a new method to converge the HDLC data frames from 12 independent data

communication channels into one time-division multiplexing data link using XILINX xc2s200pq208. Chen et

al. (2003) presented a high speed low-power ASIC design of HDLC controller based on RS-485 bus indicating

die area and dynamic power reduction as well as improvement in system reliability. Qasim et al. (2003)

presented VHDL modeling and FPGA implementation of a single-channel HDLC transmitter using a Xilinx

v50bg256 device. They achieved a running frequency of 59.2 MHz. Gao et al. (2005) presented the VHDL

modeling and design of an HDLC transceiver using Xilinx Virtex FPGA and claimed to have attained a simple,

flexible, and easy to use system compared to existing systems. Ying et al. (2008) presented a new HDLC

protocol controller based on the FPGA parallel technology to guarantee the radar data communication in the

air traffic control system and claimed to have an improvement in the robustness and reliability of the whole

system.

The HDLC controller presented in this paper offers the bit rate of up to 85 MHz. The signals of our

controller are compatible with MT8952 produced by Zarlink which is currently abundantly used in industry.

It has two operational modes: normal mode and the internal mode. In the normal mode the data streams are

transmitted at a bit rate equal with the system clock frequency. In the internal mode, 32 time channels -

channel 0 through channel 31 - are considered and the HDLC frames are transmitted during just channel 1 with

bit rate of 2.048 Mbps. During the other channels the transmitting line is held at high impedance. This feature

makes this transceiver useful in ISDN for its D-Channel and also in packet switching.

The presented HDLC controller is designed to use the available resources of the target technology

efficiently, so it is possible to integrate it with other systems. Our design is also flexible, so it is easily

modifiable. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section II describes briefly HDLC frame format.

Section III discusses the system of implemented HDLC controller. Implementation of system on Virtex target

is described in section IV. A comparison of the proposed HDLC controller with some well-known HDLC

controllers is presented in section V.

II. HDLC Frames:

Two HDLC controllers exchange their information via HDLC frames. The structure of HDLC frames is

shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1: Structure of HDLC frames (Andrew S. Tanenbaum, 2003).

Flag fields delimit the frame at both ends with the unique pattern 01111110. To avoid the appearance of

the flag pattern inside the frame, a procedure known as “bit stuffing” is used. In bit-stuffing, the transmitter

will always insert an extra 0 bit after each occurrence of five 1s in the frame between the transmission of the

starting and ending flags. In the receiver side, after detecting a starting flag, the receiver monitors the bit

stream. When a pattern of five 1s appears, the sixth bit is tested to see whether or not it is a 0 in which case

it is deleted. If the sixth bit is a 1 and the seventh bit is a 0, the combination is accepted as a flag. If the sixth

and seventh bits are both 1, it indicates an abort condition by the sender.

The address field that is not needed for point-to-point links identifies the secondary station that is to

receive the frame. Although not always needed, it is always included for the sake of uniformity (William

Stallings, 2007).

HDLC defines three types of frames each of which with a different control field format. Information

frames or (I-frames) carry the data for the user. Flow- and error-control data, using the ARQ mechanism, are

attached to the information frame, generally refereed to as piggybacking in the literature. Supervisory or S-

frames provide the ARQ mechanism when piggybacking is not used. Unnumbered U-frames provide

supplemental link control functions. The first one or two bits of the control field serves to identify the frame

type. The remaining bit positions are organized into subfields.

The data field of HDLC frame is present only in I-frames and some U-frames. The field may hold any

sequence of bits. However, it must consist of an integral number of octets. The length of the information field
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is variable limited to a system-defined maximum. The frame check sequence or FCS is an error-detecting code

that is usually calculated based on CRC-CCITT.

III. System Description:

MT8952B is a popular HDLC controller which is used abundantly in industry (HDLC). The proposed

HDLC controller is based on a modified MT8952B controller that is a scheme compatible with this popular

HDLC controller as shown in figure 2. This transceiver is designed to work in two modes: Normal Mode and

Internal Control Mode. In normal mode, the data stream is transmitted in HDLC format in bit rate of CLK

frequency. In internal mode, the data stream is transmitted in ST-BUS format using a bit rate of 2.048 Mbps

(ISDN). There are 32 channels in ST-BUS format. Each channel is used for sending a different data stream.

Fig. 2: block diagram of the implemented HDLC Controller.

Fig. 3: ST-BUS format (ISDN).

The timing diagram for transmitted data in internal control mode in ST-BUS format is shown in figure

3. The signal F0i is a pulse which defines the beginning of ST-BUS. In internal mode, the data stream is

transmitted over channel 1 of ST-BUS and it is high-impedance over other channels. This format makes this

transceiver useful in ISDN for its D-Channel and also in packet switching.

In the proposed design, several registers are implemented to control the functions of the transceiver and

report its status. These registers are listed in Table 1.

Two 128-bit FIFOs are implemented in transmitter and receiver. The status of these FIFOs is reported by

FIFO Status register. Timing Control register is used for changing the transceiver's mode from normal to

Internal Control Mode and vise-versa. It is also used for resetting the IC. After resetting the IC which should

be provided via a start-up circuit, all bits of Control register and Timing Control register will be cleared (logic

Hex0). So the transceiver is in Normal mode and the transmitter sends idle stream (7FFF ). Also the transmitter

and receiver are disabled, so Control register should be written using address bus and data bus to enable either

transmitter or receiver.
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Table 1: The various Registers for control and status reporting purposes together with their addresses.

A0-A3 Registers

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Read Write

0 FIFO Status -

1 Receive Data Transmit Data

10 Control Control

11 Receive Address Receive Address

100 C Channel Control C Channel Control

101 Timing Control Timing Control

110 Interrupt Flag -

111 Interrupt Enable Interrupt Enable

1000 General Status -

1001 C Channel Status -

Fig. 4: Registers used for controlling or reporting the status of HDLC transceiver.

The data is written in transmitter FIFO by addressing Transmit Data register. The first byte of the written

data is considered as the first byte of stream. The last byte of stream is determined by setting EOP (End Of

Packet) in Control register. If transmitter is enabled, the FCS of data is calculated as the data of transmitter

FIFO is serially transferred to Tx Logic. CRC-CCITT is used to calculate the CRC (Andrew S. Tanenbaum,

2003). CRC calculation is implemented by Linear Feedback Shift Reigster (LFSR) method (figure 6). In this

method CRC is calculated via distributed EXOR gates.

After calculating FCS, bit stuffing is carried out in Zero Insertion block. Ultimately, the total stream is

limited by flags in Flag/Abort/Idle Generator block. The stream, which is now in HDLC format, is transmitted

over TXD. TEOP is logic 1 during the last bit of transmitting stream. Any stream can be aborted by setting

FA bit in Control register. After aborting a stream, abort sequence (011111111) is sent.

The data to be sent in Internal Timing mode of HDLC transceiver is written in C Channel Control register.

The data received in this mode is stored in C Channel Status register.

In receiver side, data is received on RxD. Then, depending on which kind of stream is received,

Flag/Abort/Idle Generator reports the function of receiver to General Status register. If a flag is detected, it

is ignored and all other bits of the stream are delivered to Zero Deletion block, which deletes each 0 after each

five sequence of 1s. After zero deletion, address field of stream is checked by Address Detection block. This

block could be either enabled or disabled by RxAD bit in the Control register. Also RA6/7 bit determines the

number of bits in address field of received data to be checked.

If checking the address is OK or if it is disabled, the FCS of received data is calculated. Otherwise, the

received data is ignored. Whether the FCS of the received data is OK or not, data stream is stored in RX

FIFO. The status of FCS is reported by Rx Byte Status bits in FIFO Status register.
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Fig. 5: Bits of registers

Fig. 6: CRC-CCITT implementation (Glaise, R.J., X. Jacquart, 1993).

IV. System Implementation:

The HDLC transceiver was designed and implemented using VHDL codes. The codes were simulated by

ModelSim 6.1b and successfully implemented in Xilinx VirtexII FPGA using Xilinx ISE 9.1 tool. The reason

for using Virtex FPGA is its various built-in features that help the designer throughout the process of design.

This family provides a broad capability for chip-to-chip communications through programmable support for

the latest I/O standards, digital Delay-Locked Loops (DLLs) for clock signal synchronization on the FPGA and

on the board, and a memory hierarchy to manage fast access to RAM on and off the chip . Device utilization

is shown in Table 2. Maximum bit rate of the implemented HDLC transceiver is 85 Mbps.

A comparison between the implemented HDLC transceiver in this research and some of the major existing

products is presented in Table 3.

Conclusions:

The HDLC transceiver was successfully implemented in Xilinx VitexII FPGA. The most important

advantages of this HDLC transceiver are:

- Maximum bit rate of 85 Mbps in normal mode

- Compatibility with ST-BUS format

- Compatibility with MT8952, Zarlink HDLC Controller
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Table 2: Implementation of HDLC transceiver in XC2V500.

Table 3: A comparison between the implemented HDLC transceiver and m ajor existing products.

KS32C50100 M C92460TS M T8952 Implemented HDLD 

(Samsung) [ (Motorola) (2002) (Zarlink) Controller

M aximum bit rate (M bps) 10 66.7 2.5 85

ST-BUS Compatibility � �

Programmable Interrupts � � � �

Address detection 4 bytes 1 byte 1 byte

CRC-CCITT � � � �

CRC-16 �

CRC-32 �

No-CRC �

Given the desirability of ST-BUS compatibility which makes this transceiver useful in packet switching,

and ISDN for its D-channel, there is a 34-fold improvement in bit rate in this design compared with MT8952.

Moreover, a comparison of the performance of the proposed HDLC controller with other major existing

controllers shows that the proposed design offers several advantages over existing products in addition to a

higher bit rate. 
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